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Foreword

The early years of a child’s life are not only the most

vulnerable but also the most significant for determining

potential for life long learning and development. These

are the years in which the child’s brain is developing at

its fastest pace – social and personal habits are forming

and the foundation is being laid for life. This is therefore

the age or stage in education when the need for a

developmentally appropriate curriculum cannot be over-

stated, to ensure a sound foundation.

What the child needs at this stage is a curriculum

that is play based and caters to the all round development

of the child – a curriculum that will enable the child to be

better prepared to meet not only the immediate challenges

of primary education but even the longer term challenges

of life long learning. Unfortunately, what the child in most

cases is getting today by way of Early Childhood Education

is a downward extension of the primary stage curriculum,

for which the child is developmentally not ready and which

the child negotiates through exclusive rote learning, thus

beginning to climb the education ladder on a very weak

conceptual foundation. This can have serious

repercussions on the later stages of school learning. A

prominent factor in perpetuating this ‘mis-education’ at

this stage is the lack of awareness, knowledge and skills

among teachers, parents and managers of preschools and

other stakeholders regarding appropriate Early Childhood

Education practice.

The attractive and very readable publication by

NCERT titled Little Steps will, I hope step in to fill this

vaccum. This book guides the reader, step by step,

through the critical process that children need to go
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through to develop readiness for reading, writing and

number work and provides valuable suggestions for actual

classroom practice. I congratulate the author,  Dr. Romila

Soni for developing this useful document and hope the

teachers and others working with young children will be

able to translate many of these ideas into their classrooms,

thus bringing both joy and meaning into the early

education of young children.

VENITA KAUL

New Delhi Senior Education Specialist

February 2005 World Bank



Preface

The present title Little Steps aims at addressing pre-school

teachers, both inservice and pre-service. In essence, it

seeks to present an approach and open vistas for

readiness activities so essential for young children in the

age group of 3-6 years. It ventures to specify a number of

activities that are necessarily required for preparing

children for undertaking reading, writing and

mathematics at the beginning of the primary stage.

Demand for meaningful teaching ideas and taking up

readiness activities by pre-school teachers provided the

stimulus for undertaking the present task. It goes without

saying that the pre-school teacher sets the stage for what

is taught and learned subsequently. Acquiring quality

pre-school experiences is an undeniable necessity of every

young child for which teachers have to be professionally

trained. A manual of this kind is an instrument for

attaining the desired goal. The main aim of its publication

has been to help the pre-school teachers, parents and

other functionaries of ECCE in planning and conducting

readiness activities with children in a child friendly and

effective manner.

The children should not be exposed to formal reading,

writing and mathematics. However, these can be

informally introduced in a gradual way. The activities

furnished in the chapters will serve as an asset for the

teachers in transacting them at pre-school stage. Here, a

word of caution seems to be necessary; the teacher may

view these activities/ideas more as guiding norms rather

than as structured methods and plans. In this regard,

flexibility and freedom should remain the catchwords.

The suggested activities may however be expected to

motivate teachers for adopting and adapting ideas which

are essentially context and local specific.
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It is hoped that this publication would be well received

by teachers at pre-school stage and all those interested

in pre-school education. Comments/suggestions for

further improvement would be thankfully acknowledged.

ROMILA SONI

Assistant Professor

Department of Elementary Education



Introduction

The first six years of a child’s life are now being universally
recognised as the most crucial years due to the rapid
pace of development at this stage. A qualitatively rich
environment is therefore most essential in these years to
optimise a child’s overall development and help her/him
realise the full potential. Keeping this in view this book
aims at making the pre-school stage wholly and
comprehensively child-oriented which is different from
tradition-based approach which happens to be
expectation-oriented and teacher-oriented.

Since these years in a child’s life lay the foundation for
later development, the importance of pre-school education
in a child’s life cannot be ignored. Its significance has also
been well researched and duly acclaimed. The question
however remains, at least in practice if not in theory, as to
the purpose, which the pre-school education should serve.
In other words, what is the ideal objective of pre-school
education? We see mushrooming of pre-school centres at
every nook and corner. What actually is the present day
scenario? Most of the pre-schools are teaching formal
reading, writing and numbers to young children who are
developmentally not ready for this. In fact they are
misguiding the parents in general and children in particular
rather than providing a sound base. Despite the fact that
the stage of education under reference must not aim at
providing formal training in literacy and numeracy, the
parents continue to expect and the teachers are obliged to
provide these.

It is essentially because most of the teachers and
parents in particular fail to appreciate the difference
between inculcating the potentiality to learn and the
formal learning. It goes without saying that the pre-school
stage is not meant for formal instruction, it is essentially
the stage when the child is readied for and equipped with
the required capacity for learning.



In view of the above facts the teachers and the parents
have to realise, understand and appreciate the much-
needed ingredients that constitute what may otherwise be
called the programme for pre-school education to be taken
up at this stage. One must not only know what should be
done and how it should be done, but also what must not
be done. This book contains precise information about
these ingredients, specifying ways and steps that may be
taken for communicating what is to be done.

The next salient feature of the book is that it specifies
the functions of the key stakeholders, i.e. teachers, parents
and the children. In this regard one has to keep in mind
that if teachers have to play the role of parents, the parents
are likewise expected to play the role of teachers at home.
The two have to play a complementary role to let the child
grow with spontaneity in accordance with her/his own
nature and requirements of the stages of her/his life.

In a nutshell the contents in Little Steps have been
presented with the following features:

It contains a wealth of ideas and activities, which
are consistent with philosophical foundations and
have been collected over a wide range of vast and
rich experiences.

A teacher can grasp and understand its content
with relative ease.

The style of writing is simple and so are the
language and expressions.

The book provides separate readiness activities for
reading, writing and number work.

The activities have been devised separately for 3+
to 4+ and 4+ to 5+ children.

The activities are supported with appropriate and
colourful illustrations.

It also suggests the use of teacher made equipment
and material.  Teachers may use their own creative
resources and expertise to develop materials.

The book also attempts to suggest as to how the immediate
environment and the environmental assets may effectively
be utilised to enable the child to express develop her/his
innate qualities and develop potentiality. Accordingly, efforts
have been made to follow and reinforce the well-known norm
of learning: To associate the unknown with the known and
make the new things a part of perceptible mass.

(viii)
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CONSTITUTION OF INDIA

Fundamental Duties

Fundamental Duties – It shall be the duty of every citizen of India —

(a) to abide by the Constitution and respect its ideals and institutions,

the National Flag and the National Anthem;

(b) to cherish and follow the noble ideals which inspired our national

struggle for freedom;

(c) to uphold and protect the sovereignty, unity and integrity of India;

(d) to defend the country and render national service when called upon

to do so;

(e) to promote harmony and the spirit of common brotherhood amongst

all the people of India transcending religious, linguistic and regional

or sectional diversities; to renounce practices derogatory to the dignity

of women;

(f) to value and preserve the rich heritage of our composite culture;

(g) to protect and improve the natural environment including forests,

lakes, rivers, wildlife and to have compassion for living creatures;

(h) to develop the scientific temper, humanism and the spirit of inquiry

and reform;

(i) to safeguard public property and to abjure violence;

(j) to strive towards excellence in all spheres of individual and collective

activity so that the nation constantly rises to higher levels of endeavour

and achievement;

(k) who is a parent or guardian, to provide opportunities for education to

his child or, as the case may be, ward between the age of six and

fourteen years.

Part  IV A (Article  51 A)



CHAPTER

1
Importance of Readiness

T he entry point at pre-school for a child is an entry to

the world outside and to school. The entry point

constitutes the first step towards readiness for learning

in the new world, i.e., the pre-school. The stage of pre-

school education is basically an experience that goes to

determine a child’s attitude towards school later. It should,

therefore, to be a pleasant experience. Pre-school

education makes the child receptive, makes her/him ready

for undergoing the experiences of readiness to learn.

Children universally pass through identifiable stages

of development. In each stage, there are certain limitations

and capacities to the child’s potentiality of learning. Before

any ‘instruction’ or any ‘teaching’ can begin, the teacher

needs to consider the child’s cognitive development,

language development and mastery of pre-requisite

concepts and skills. At the pre-school stage, the teacher

should clearly have in her mind as to what she expects to

achieve by the end of pre-school stage. The development

and skills to be attained have to be rooted in and correlated

with the developmental stage of every child. The teachers

have to keep in mind that even at the entry point a child

is not a clean slate to start with, the child does know

something about so many things. Therefore, the most

important consideration when a child is readied for

learning is what the child already knows. And hence, the

child may be readied for learning by making use of what

she/he already knows.

At the entry stage, the young child may not be ready

for the instruction the teacher has planned. Just as the

infant may not be ready to walk, similarly a child at the
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entry stage may not have intellectual skills and the pre-

requisite knowledge for learning. The teacher must not

push her/him too fast to learn: she must endeavour to

ready the child to be receptive to learn.

Readiness is essentially the state of receptiveness and

ability to be receptive. A teacher cannot make the child

learn until the child herself/himself is not ready to learn.

The teacher is, therefore, expected to make the child

receptive to learning in general and then make her/him

ready to learn specific items in particular.

The above expectations are very likely to increase the

chances of failure rather than success.

What  must  not  be  done  atWhat  must  not  be  done  atWhat  must  not  be  done  atWhat  must  not  be  done  atWhat  must  not  be  done  at
the Pre-school  stage?the Pre-school  stage?the Pre-school  stage?the Pre-school  stage?the Pre-school  stage?

At the pre-school stage, we must avoid teaching
of formal reading, writing and number work. This
is so because

the young children are, neither physically nor
mentally ready to learn formal reading,
writing and mathematics.

their fine muscle co-ordination, particularly
of eyes and fingers, is yet to be strengthened.

their listening comprehension and other skills
are still inadequate for group instructions.

their thinking is perception-bound, and
limited to concrete objects and events. Logical
and abstract reasoning is yet to develop.

their attention span is limited to a maximum
of 7 to 10 minutes duration.

the formal work puts undue pressure, which
can be harmful for their development.

attempts to initiate children into reading,
writing and mathematics may be damaging
to the children’s self-confidence and create
emotional and health problems.
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Reading Readiness

Reading readiness means the stage when a child is

mature enough to learn to read. It has been seen that

children do not receive the same types of stimulus in

their home or neighbourhood environments. They have

varying levels of innate learning and thus develop at

different rates. The skill of reading involves specific

readiness experiences and competencies. These

competencies are visual discrimination, auditory

discrimination, visual–auditory association and

directionality (a habit to attend to any task in the direction

of left to right).

Writing Readiness

Formal writing should be introduced only when the child

is ready for it. By being ready is meant the child should

have good muscular coordination of fingers, eye and hand

and the competency to differentiate between different

shapes and forms. Pre-writing begins with fine motor

skill development. For this, we have to provide children

with many experiences to manipulate objects, to touch

and feel things, pick up beads, turn things and operate

locks, etc.

Number Readiness

Just as an infant may not be ready to walk because of lack

of muscular coordination and bone structure, young children

What  should  be  done  at  theWhat  should  be  done  at  theWhat  should  be  done  at  theWhat  should  be  done  at  theWhat  should  be  done  at  the
Pre-school  stage ?Pre-school  stage ?Pre-school  stage ?Pre-school  stage ?Pre-school  stage ?

A proper development of ‘Readiness
Programme’ should be designed for the
preparation of formal reading, writing and
mathematics, i.e., programme for reading
readiness, writing readiness and number
readiness.
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at pre-school stage may have neither the intellectual skills

nor the prerequisite knowledge to begin learning numbers.

The pre-school teacher should not push young children too

fast to learn numbers. Instead she/he should concentrate

on number readiness activities. The skills and concepts in

mathematics that children acquire during early childhood

years, lay the foundation for later knowledge in mathematics.

Children at pre-school stage need concrete experience to

keep their interest in mathematics.

A child who counts by rote, i.e., to say numbers

verbally in order, cannot count rationally (attaches only

one numeral to only one object). To help children learn

to count, it should be taught with concrete objects that

are of interest to them, such as, number of toffees,

marbles, and so on.

The same problems may occur in learning to read

and write numbers as in learning to count. Pressurising

the child to read and write numbers has no meaning if it

is not learned in relation to objects they represent. For

example, it is very common to see a three-year-old child

who can recognise several numbers without knowing

what they mean. Sometimes children are forced to write

numbers from 1 to 20 (even more) without understanding

the meaning of any of them. Such isolated skills have a

limited use. Children at pre-school stage enjoy learning

if it begins with curiosity. Children learn better when

they are allowed and encouraged to learn to read and

write symbols in their own way and at their own pace.

Moreover, children enjoy reading and writing symbols

when they know what they represent and understand

how these can be used meaningfully. For example, a child

is playing in the doll’s corner and is motivated to read

the numeral 5 written on the sign that says 5 children

may play here when a sixth child tries to enter in the

area to play. The numeral 5 represents the number of

children who can play in the area. The child who is able

to point to the sign and read the number 5 when a sixth

child tries to enter in an area helps a child accomplish

an important goal.
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Socio-emotional Environment

The child who is under stress, tense and nervous

cannot approach reading with full efficiency. As we

know the linguistic background and social experience

of children are different.

Intellectual

General intellectual ability, and problem-solving abilities

relating to language are yet other factors. If a child has

The number readiness activities are based on the
premise that the child at pre-school stage should be
actively involved in numerical experiences with concrete
materials in order to develop number concept.

Readiness for learning to read, write and number
work depends upon several factors. These factors are
listed below :

Age

Readiness to read, write and number work depends
on the chronological age (actual age) of the child.

Ability to See and Hear Distinctly

A child with poor vision and difficulty in hearing will

not be able to effectively perform the readiness activities.

Physical Fitness

The child should be

healthy and fit to

perform the activities. A

sick or undernourished

child will not be able to

effectively perform the

activities for her/his

age.
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The child who is tired, tense and under stress
is not likely to listen carefully and express
herself/himself as freely as the one who is
happy, confident and physically fit.

Role of TeacherRole of TeacherRole of TeacherRole of TeacherRole of Teacher

While working with children

be a good listener, allow the child to finish what
she/he is saying.

elaborate on the child’s explanations, help her
to express her thoughts.

ask children to discuss and compare things,
which will help them to make logical choices
between alternatives.

encourage children to speak in full sentences.

encourage the quiet child also. Try to draw her/
him out gradually through praise, attention and
affection.

provide ample opportunities for children to work
and play together in small groups. It will promote
interaction, togetherness and team spirit besides
encouragement for natural expressions.

speak politely and softly. Always use correct
language because children tend to imitate
teachers easily.

let the children handle picture books/information
and teach them to handle them with care.

a good vocabulary, can speak clearly and use

complete sentences in her/his conversation, the

child is moving towards reading readiness.
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Always  RememberAlways  RememberAlways  RememberAlways  RememberAlways  Remember

Children of 3 to 6 years of age cannot sit still for

long time.

They tend to learn through concrete objects and

first hand experiences since the ability for abstract
thinking and reasoning has not yet developed.

They are curious and eager to learn.

They are spontaneous and demonstrative in their

emotional readiness towards others.

They respond spontaneously to music, rhyme and

rhythm.

read many types of good literature at the
children’s level of understanding.

demonstrate how to handle a book such as
importance of having clean hands, looking at
the cover, how to turn the pages carefully, how
to start, how to look from top to bottom of
each page and to put the book back where it
should be.

remember that the attention span of every child
is not more than 7 to 10 minutes.

be sure every child is seated comfortably from
where she/he can see and hear well.



CHAPTER

2
Preparing Children to Read

Let  us  now  discuss  each  step  in  detail.

The reading process is no longer
considered a word-by-word decoding
process designed to unlock the meaning
embedded in the print. The new
language approach views reading as a
process of constructing meaning from
interacting with the print and relating
the information to what one already
knows.

Learning to read is a complex process. It involves
bringing together many skills like ability to talk

and listen, to absorb and understand information,
to concentrate, to observe and interpret pictorial
information. The children have to be enabled to
bring their experiences into their reading for
supporting, understanding and enriching their
imaginat ions.  I t  enta i ls  fo l lowing steps and

techniques :

Developing Desirable Interest and Attitude

Developing Vocabulary

Developing Skills
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What is it ?

The desire to learn to read on her/his own.

Why is it necessary?

It is necessary because children who have spent many

pleasurable hours listening to stories and looking through

9

PREPARING CHILDREN TO READ

Developing Desirable Developing Desirable Developing Desirable Developing Desirable Developing Desirable IIIIInterest and Attitudenterest and Attitudenterest and Attitudenterest and Attitudenterest and Attitude

Develop Interest in Reading
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What to provide?

3+ — 4 years old

Picture books

Posters

Stories

Scrap book

Sound book

4+ — 5+ years old

Pictures of others reading

Read aloud stories

Story-making

picture books usually look forward to reading with eager

anticipation.
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Information books

Children’s craft book

Newspaper/children’s magazine

Visit to book fair/exhibition.
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What is it?

Loving and liking the books and taking care of them.

Helping Children See the Relationship
between the Text and Experience

What to provide?

3+ — 4 years old

Surround children

with the stories

that they can

hear, enjoy and,

respond to.

The young children grasp the relationship

of words to spoken language more easily

than the abstract concepts of letters.

Bond with the Books

What is it?

‘Graphic sense’ is the first prerequisite for learning to

read, that is, recognising that writing carries a message.

Why is it necessary?

Because without this (Graphic sense) understanding

print remains forever a meaningless jumble. Even very

young children, when they pretend to read the stories,

they acquire many concepts of print.

4+ — 5+ years old

Read aloud stories,

rhymes, etc.
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What to provide?

3+ — 4 years old

Age approximate, attractive, and good picture

books which the children may look at and handle

freely, and frequently.

Poster/pictures of children/adults reading

together.

Scrap books, three dimensional and pop up book,

touch and learn books.

Young

children

love books

that are

easy to

handle and

contain

attractive

colourful

pictures.

Why is it necessary?

Books and magazines

in the home attract

the child particularly

with bright pictures

and the stories,

which are read or

told to them.
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What to provide?

4+ — 5+ years old

Cartoon books

Flipbooks

Three-dimensional

books

Books

should be

kept within

the easy

reach of

the

children
Picture reading material

Comics like Amar Chitra Katha, Puranik Kathayen and

so on.

Print-rich  EnvironmentPrint-rich  EnvironmentPrint-rich  EnvironmentPrint-rich  EnvironmentPrint-rich  Environment

What is it?

An environment with bulletin-board notices, messages

labels, dictated stories, notes, children’s personal files,

labels on lockers and so on.

Using Picture Books

When a teacher holds a lovely picture book and refers to

the loveliness, the mystery of content and the fun of

anticipating a thrilling story it provides enthusiasm to

children also.
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Why is it necessary?

Young children who are immersed in a print-rich

environment with interesting books and materials to

read and explore, and who have many and varied types

of materials, such as papers, pencils and pens will

use these materials over and over again to read and

write because they are interesting. Such children are

active and want opportunities to communicate.

What to provide?

3+ — 4 years old

The labels on all the objects in the immediate

environment.

The use of blocks with letters

of the alphabet and pictures

on them.

A reading corner

(This area should be

inviting and cozy.

Ideally it should

have a rug, small

chairs and a table.)

The books should be

attractively displayed

on racks. A picture

book with one or two

text lines on it.

Photographs of

children reading and

writing.

Display pictures and

posters.
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Children’s personal property and lockers may be

labelled to help the children identify their own things.

Scribbles

Name Cards

The teacher may stick a picture of some kind

beside the name. So that, if the child fails to

identify his/her name, she may use the picture

clue. See the figure.

4+ — 5+ years old

A reading corner with

attractively displayed

picture books, story-

books, information

books, etc., flannel

board equipped with

characters from stories.

Prepare an early literacy

album.

Glove puppets that can

be used by children.

Drawing with dictated

stories.

Special scribble messages

(such as letters, lists, etc.).

Photographs of children reading and writing.
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Food packets with

labels displayed on

them (the display

board is a good

medium for fostering

an interest in the

written word and its

meaning).

A bulletin-board

It should be so interesting that children would

rush to it in the morning just to see what news it

might hold. The bulletin-board may have

something related to an excursion, plants, holiday,

trip to zoo, etc.

(Children will read from the picture clues.)
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Suggestions  for Story-tellingSuggestions  for Story-tellingSuggestions  for Story-tellingSuggestions  for Story-tellingSuggestions  for Story-telling

Story-telling activity should be a pleasure and not

a burden.

Stories should neither be very lengthy nor too short.

It is beneficial to have a volunteer parent come to

school and read stories to children.

Repeated narration of favourite story-books is

important if children are to master the story.

Discuss pictures in the

books. This helps the

children to understand

the story content.

Books should be

selected carefully; they

should be of interest to

the young children.

Keep on adding new

books on display.

Display books on low shelves.

Allow the child to hold the book and turn the pages.

Give freedom to choose

the story he/she wants

to hear.

Repair torn books.

Involve children in

repairing books.

Stories can point and

reinforce the values and

concepts such as

beauty, truthfulness, kindness, courage, sympathy,

affection and appreciation.
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Remember, all signs and labels should be written

in manuscript letters, as these are the forms

that the children will use when they start to

read out and write.

What to provide?

4+ — 5+ years old

Label the pictures that children have made.

Use Display board with variations. Items of

interest will encourage children. For example,

look at the “News of the Day”.

Display story-books, information books, colourful

magazines, newspapers, etc., on racks in a reading

corner. Place books on a rack so that the child

can easily see the covers in order to select books

that seem interesting.

It is useful to allow children to take books home

if possible. (If books are to be taken home, it is

a good idea to encourage the parents to read

stories to non-reading children.)
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Developing VocabularyDeveloping VocabularyDeveloping VocabularyDeveloping VocabularyDeveloping Vocabulary

Children become

familiar with covers of

story-books if the story

is read over and over

(same with food

containers and packet

of biscuits).

Prepare an early

literacy album:

• name writing

attempts.

• a list of favourite toys, food, etc.

• special scribble messages such as letters, lists, etc.

• drawings with dictated stories.

• my wish.

Sight

word

vocabulary

is

developed

by using

words

repeatedly

in

meaningful

contexts.
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What is it ?

Vocabulary

A child’s vocabulary is

basic both to her

understanding of what is

said to her and what

enables her to

communicate.

Why is it necessary?

It helps children to gain

command over language

as well as build many

new concepts and

enables them to express

freely.

Children love to experiment with different words and

phrases. They love to learn new expressions and use

them in their daily conversations. Therefore, children

should be encouraged to talk. If they are not encouraged

to talk, they may not learn to talk well.
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Play telephones

What to provide?

3 — 4 years old

Learning of and listening to rhymes and

songs is important. Equip the classrooms with

Listening Centers. This should consist of a tape-

recorder and cassettes of rhymes, stories, sounds,

etc., and teacher-made musical instruments.
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Listening to sounds of nature ( chirping of birds,

rainfall, wind blowing, etc.).
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A doll house, puppets and a place to dramatise

made-up stories

Encourage conversations between children

Use large and small group opportunities for finger

plays

Listening to stories

Looking at pictures

Play this game — Talking Time

Ask children to take turns, to speak to the point,

and to listen when others speak. (The teacher

should guide the children and help them learn to

express themselves.)

Use rhymes, jingles and finger plays.
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Finger Plays and Poems

MY EYE AND EAR

This is my eye.

(Cover one eye)

       This is my ear.

(Cover one ear)

This is to see.

(Look around)

       And this is to hear.

(Cup hands around ear)

NANAJI’S GLASSES

Nanaji lost his glasses,

       Before he went to bed.

(Fingers make glasses over eyes)

Guess where nanaji found them?

       right on top of nanaji’s head!

(Move glasses on top of head)

TEN FINGERS

I have ten little fingers

       And they belong to me

I can make them do things.

       Would you like to see?

(Extend fingers of both hands)
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I can shut them up tight

(Make fists)

And open them wide.

(Spread fingers open)

I can put them together

(Clasp hands together)

or make them wide.

(Put hands behind back)

VEHICLES ON THE STREET

The bus on the street goes

beep-beep-beep - 3

Listen to the sound it makes.

(Keep on adding the name of vehicles and its sound.)

BODY PARTS

Heads, shoulders, knees and toes,

knees and toes. (Repeat)

And eyes and ears and mouth and nose,

Heads, shoulders, knees and toes,

knees and toes.

(To the tune of “rabbit on the hillside”)

MY FRIEND

I have a friend who is wearing pink,

I have a friend who is wearing pink
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I have a friend who is wearing pink

       and her name is ______________

FOUR BIRDS

Cry the birds four

       want to eat more

sitting on the floor

       making a roar.

UMBRELLA

Put up your umbrella

       To keep yourself dry

Put up your umbrella

       There’s rain in the sky.

Pitter, patter, pitter, patter.

       Softly it falls.

Hurry home quickly

       Before mother calls.

MY BALL

I’m bouncing, bouncing everywhere.

       I bounce and bounce into the air.

I’m bouncing like a great big ball.

       I bounce and bounce, then down I fall.
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Conversation is a very important and
natural activity for the development of
vocabulary and speech patterns.

What to provide?

4+ — 5+ years old

Free talking

time

A doll house, puppets for dramatic play or

dramatisation

Asking questions and listening intently to answers.

Rhyming games (cat-bat-rat—)

Situations for role play

Centre of interest like – tables and shelves with

puzzles, pictures, so that the children can explore,

investigate, question and learn

Free and structured conversation
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Record the stories on tape so that the child can choose

her/his favourite one to hear again and again.

Story-telling and story-making

Picture reading

Encourage the child to retell the stories in a series

of pictures, individually or in groups.

Set up an interview between two children or one

child and you (you can ask about their birthday party/

festival/fair/a television programme and so on).

Play games such as I went shopping

First child – I went shopping and I bought apples

Second child – I went shopping and I bought

apples and a bag of beans and so on.
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Dramatisation and Role-play : Plays also offer

opportunities for the teacher to observe and improve

children’s social understanding and attitudes. For

example, when a group of young children playing

shop-shop, telephonic conversation or welcoming

visitors. Then the teacher can take this opportunity

to help children learn many invaluable lessons on

social adjustments, and cooperating with each other.

Children develop the habit of establishing and

following instructions which will help them

throughout their lives. Playing in groups help them

to exercise self-control.

Encourage free conversations between children.

Music songs and rhyming games.

Real life adventures such as visits to shops, zoo,

museums, etc., provide common experiences to

talk about, in groups or one to one.
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A bag of objects

can be used

for discussion

and language

development.

Each child

could talk on

an object from

the bag and

tell about it.

(Show and tell

activity.)

Stimulating and informative experiences which

encourage children to look and listen attentively

and to express their thoughts and feelings freely.

Theme-based conversation
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Children often rush into the classroom
with enthusiasm, and are keen to tell the
teacher and the class something of
interest to them, which has happened over
the weekend or during the last evening.
Listen to them with patience.

View a film or filmstrip, but do not include the

sound. Instead, have the children make up the

story.

Challenge/encourage children to retell favourite

stories.

At story-time allow one of the children to tell a

short story.
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Developing SkillsDeveloping SkillsDeveloping SkillsDeveloping SkillsDeveloping Skills

Auditory Discrimination

What is it?

To be able to identify the sound in the environment

and the ability to make fine discrimination between

sounds.

All skills

necessary

for fluency

in reading

should be

practiced

over and

over again,

day after

day.

Why is it necessary?

To develop readiness for reading.

Koo
o

Koo
o

Pon-Pon

Bow
Bow

meaoon
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Children can learn to recite different rhymes

involving animal sounds.

Sound boxes

Sing songs with your children; play singing games.

Let the children listen to records of songs and

music.

Rhyming words : Cat-bat-mat _____________,

Pin-bin-tin _____________

Ask children to recall all the things they “listen

to” at home at night.

Encourage children to listen to all the sounds on

their way to school. Discuss which were pleasant,

which were irritating, which were loud, etc.

Prepare a tape of various sounds from every day

life such as a running tap, chirping of birds,

shutting of a door, etc. Play the recording and ask

the children to identify the sound.

What to provide?

3+ — 4 years old

Ask children to close their eyes for a short while

and listen to the dif ferent sounds in the

environment. Then ask them to open their eyes

and describe the sounds that they have heard.

Children

do not like

to listen for

a long

time; they

need to

listen

better.
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Following Oral Directions

4+ — 5+ years old

Give children a series of oral directions to listen to and

then to follow. Gradually increase the number of

directions in the series.

(a) Example :

Pat your head

Touch your nose

Pull your ear

Stamp your feet.

(b) “Rama says”

“Rama says, touch your knee”. (Children must follow

the directions.)

“Hop on one foot”. (Children should not follow the

direction as it was not preceded by Rama says.)

Keep changing the name (Rama) to boost the self-

esteem of children.
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Make little sound boxes for children with variations

in sound. Let them arrange these from softest to

loudest.

Say a sequence of 3 or 4 words such as bag, tag,

jug and ask the child to find the odd one.

Match objects (Beginning sounds) : Let children find

objects that begin with the same sound, for example,

chalk-chair, window-wall, blocks-box, etc.
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Make use of drum, bells, jingler,

keys or any other object that

produce sounds, and let the

children become familiar with

different sounds. Then, ask the

children to close their eyes and

see if she/he can recognise

different sounds.

Let the children guess riddles, such as

“I’m thinking of something that sounds like fall”.

(Expected answer – ball, tall, hall _____________.)

Play a game of How many words? For example :

How many words can you think which begin with

sounds. ‘m’, ‘s’, etc. (example : mama, moon, monkey)

4+ — 5+ years old

Play Sound games like – “I’m thinking of

something that starts with the same sound as

Raja, it is in the corner of the room.”

Place different pictures in front of a child and ask

the child to find the picture which begins with sound

’t’, ‘s’ etc. Continue using different initial sounds.
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Ask the child to tell what sound she/he can

hear at the beginning of a word for  ‘pot’ ‘pan’,

‘pig’, etc.

Antakshari

Children can be asked to play the game

Antakshari. Ask one child to start a game by saying

a word for example, Bat. Then the next child has

to make a word with the sound of the last letter

i.e. T—Tub and so on.

Ask the child to

carry out simple

directions. “Go

into the block’s

corner and

bring me a red

block”. Reward

the child with

praise and

encouragement.
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Encourage children to guess/make riddles and

share simple jokes.

Involve children in discussion of cause-and-effect

relationships. For example, when problems come

on the playground, involve the class in a

discussion to find out the basic causes and then

involve them in finding out remedies.

Get children to create simple rhymes on their own

by suggesting one or two lines and ask them to

complete or extend it further. For example “There

is a man wearing a coat, sailing in a boat”

Fruit Basket : Each child is given the name of a

fruit. She/he calls out the names of two fruits

and they have to exchange seats. She/he tries to

capture one of the seats as they are being

exchanged and the child without a seat becomes

the ‘den’. The den may call, “Fruit basket upset”,

and all players must change seats.
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What is it?

Skill to identify and discriminate objects, pictures, etc.

Why is it necessary?

To develop readiness for reading

Always listen to your child when she/he talks
to you. Language is a two way process involving
listening and speaking.

What to provide?

3+ — 4+ years old

Ask a child to match 3 or 4

primary colours by either using

fabric pieces of coloured paper

or plain coloured floor tiles.

Visual Discrimination

then progress to

• Matching shades of

the above colours.

• Arranging shades of

colours in some

order from: light to

dark and dark to

light.
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Variation

You can play different kinds of matching games, with

pictures, colours, shapes and so on.

Make shapes and patterns with blocks and let

children copy these.

Draw a picture with a box around it. Now draw

several other pictures outside the box. One is

identical to the one in the box. Ask the child to

find the picture which is similar.
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Alphabet cards could be

used for matching

exercise. The teacher

merely holds one up and

asks the children to

match with one like it.

What to provide?

4+ — 5+ years old

Let children do

the activity odd

man out.

Encourage them

to spot the one

that is different.

For example :

draw a sequence

of objects such as

flowers, and make

one flower slightly different from all others. Ask the

children to point out the one that is different.

Collect pictures

from old magazines

and sort them

according to

categories such as,

animals, fruits,

cars, clothes,

vegetables, people,

etc. Children will

see likeness and

difference and be

able to discriminate.
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Family Album : Attach photos of family members

on sheets of paper. Each day, talk about one of

the family members (favourite colours, food, hobby,

etc.). Help the children cut out pictures of these

things from old magazines and paste them on the

page beside the photo. When all the pages are

complete, staple them into an album. Your children

will spend happy moments talking about the

album with family, friends and among themselves.

Spread pictures of animals in front of a child. Ask

the child to pick out pictures that go together as :

• All the animals that are pets.

• All the animals that give us food.

• All the animals those are fat.

• All the animals that can climb, and so on.

• Place a set of pictures and ask a child to pick

out pictures that go together such as :

The two houses which

are alike.

The two umbrellas,

which are alike.
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The two frocks, which

are alike.

Show children a picture and ask them what is

happening in the picture and what may happen next?

Make a collection of pictures which tell a story.

Ask a child to arrange the pictures in the story

sequence (left to right).
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Prepare picture

dominoes, using

objects that the

child is capable

of recognising.

Make strips as given for odd man out. Instead of

pictures or designs, use letters of the alphabet

and words. Let the

children spot the

different alphabet-

word.

Prepare name cards of

all the children.

Encourage them to

find their own cards

and get them pinned

on to their dress.

Cut out some

common and familiar

labels from packets of

household goods.
Arrange a duplicate set on a table. Give one label to

a child and ask her/him to find the same on the

table.
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What is it?

To establish association between sounds and pictures/

objects

Why is it necessary?

To develop readiness for reading.

Take children out for a walk to observe all that is

displayed in a store window such as (bakery, toy

store, grocery store, etc.) It sharpens observation

and stimulates visual memory. Encourage the

children to recall the things that they saw.

Auditory-visual Association
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What to provide?

4+ — 5+ years old

Play a game of  matching letters. Cut out different

card and draw letters of the alphabet on each card.

(Choose two or three letters to begin with and duplicate

them.) Then, ask children to match the letters.

Give the children

a collection of

familiar pictures

cut from old

magazines. Call out

any letter, for

example ‘d’ and let

them find pictures

of objects beginning

with sound ‘d’.

Similar ly,

call out

words and

encourage

children to

find the

c o r r e s -

p o n d i n g

pictures.

Make strips of pictures

of objects. Each strip

should have four

pictures of objects, out

of which three should

have the same

beginning sound. Ask

the child to identify the

odd one out.
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Make a collection of

pictures which have single

objects like pan, dog, hut,

etc. Mount these on the

cards and write the names

underneath. Make smaller

cards with the word written

on but without a picture

and ask the child to match

the word-card with the

picture-word-card.

Command-cards for Action words like ‘sit’, ‘start’,

‘run’, ‘jump’, etc., are easily recognised with suitable

pictures pasted or illustrated on the cards. Ask each

child to demonstrate the action on the card.
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Arrange some household commodities on the table.

Play a game of shopping –shopping.

Provide a bag to a child and two or three of the cut

out labels. Tell the child that she/he is going to

the shop and has to bring back these things. When

she/he returns, hold up one of the labels and say.

“This one is ‘Sugar’. Have you brought me a packet

of ‘sugar’?”

Ask the children to put the same letters on one

side. Then the teacher might comment, “All the

letters you have placed together up here are called

‘b’.” She can further extend by saying, “Whose

name starts with ‘b’ ?” “Yes, that’s the name you

know that has the letter b in it.”

While writing a child’s name on his drawing sheet,

the teacher might name the letter as they are written

down. For example, she calls out R, a, h, u, l. That

word says – ‘Rahul’, the teacher might extend by

saying, “Your name and Rita’s name both start

with the letter ‘R’.”
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Prepare activity-sheets such as – “Which are the

animals that begin with the sound ‘d’? Colour it

yellow.
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Bring in pictures and encourage children to tell

all about the picture.

“The name of which toy begins with sound ‘t’, Colour it

green.”
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Make self-corrective

puzzles with pictures

on one side and

corresponding letters

on the other

Hearing words within

word, for example, wag

and on in wagon, or car

and pet in carpet.

Spotting the rhyming

words in nursery

rhymes and poems.

Thinking up new

words that also rhyme,

then identifying ones

that don’t rhyme, For

example, pin, win, sit

(end sound different)

and cat, pat, hut (the

middle sounds).

Play a picture rhyming

game. Collect pictures

of objects that rhyme

such as ‘cat’, ‘rat’, ‘jug’,

‘mug’.

Before reading a story-

book, the teacher might

point to the print on the

book-cover and say,

“What do you think

these words say?” They

say Roopa Hathi. Now,

let’s read the story.
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Activities with pattern making,

sequencing, ordering, etc.

Children should be encouraged

to work from left to right direction.

Worksheets can be

given to children

for dif ferent

activities, which

also help in

working from left

to right.

Directionality

Book Handling: wherein the

children should be encouraged to

quickly look through the pages

in the right direction.

What is it?

The skill of working from left to right direction as in Hindi

and English.

Why is it necessary?

To develop readiness for reading and writing.

What to provide?

4+ — 5+ years old
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  Using Humour To Stimulate Reading Growth

Help children to collect/make a Funny Book

composed of things that they think are funny. Help

children to paste these in a book. The book could

contain the following types of items:

• Our funny favourite cartoons.

• Books that make us laugh.

• Funny faces.

• Some funny characters from stories.

• Funny songs we like to sing.
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Sample Checklist for Reading Readiness

How far have we reached in evaluation./Where do we stand.

Name ___________________________ Age ______

Date of entry to school _______________________________

Reading Readiness Usually/Sometimes/Seldom

1. Recognises own name in print _____________

2. Associates pictures with words _____________

3. Uses pictures to read a story-book _____________

4. Is aware of story sequence _____________

5. Handles book properly _____________

6. Recollects stories _____________

7. Has a good vocabulary _____________

8. Speaks fluently _____________

9. Follows simple directions _____________

10. Speaks correctly and clearly _____________

11. Recognises similarities and

differences in pictures or words. _____________

12. Recites rhymes. Speaks in

complete sentences. _____________

13. Enjoys story time. _____________

14. Expresses herself clearly. _____________

15. Connects printed symbols and

the spoken words. _____________

16. Has social and emotional readiness :

(a) She works well in a group, listens and tries to
imitate sounds, represents ideas in drawings

(b) Listens to others

(c) Completes the given task

(d) Cooperates readily with adults.

Physical Readiness

Is her/his vision normal? Is her/his hearing normal?

Is her/his speech clear? Is her/his fit and energetic?
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Role  of  TeacherRole  of  TeacherRole  of  TeacherRole  of  TeacherRole  of  Teacher

While working with children

appreciate a child’s efforts.

always respond positively to children.

provide many opportunities for children to use

language, both oral and written.

see that writing materials are available.

encourage early writing attempts.

ensure a feeling of success for all children.

consider the interests and abilities of each child.

be patient.

provide plenty of time.

avoid pushing children who are not ready for

the experience.

be a supportive and appreciative adult.

provide each child a comfortable writing position

and adequate space in a warm and appreciative

atmosphere.



CHAPTER

3
Preparing Children to Write

T he focus on written work is highly misplaced because
evaluation is based on written assignments. Teachers

generally focus on writing skills to enable learners to
become proficient in writing letters of the alphabet.
Learning to write is a difficult process. Young children
are being pushed into writing before they have acquired
adequate pre-writing skills. The prerequisite skill areas
for writing are small muscle development, eye-hand
coordination, holding a writing tool, basic strokes, letter
perception and orientation to printed language. It entails
following steps and techniques :

Developing Interest and seeing Relevance of
Skill of Writing in Daily Life Situation

Creating a need to Express through Writing

Developing Skills

Let us now discuss each step in detail.

Developing Interest and seeing RelevanceDeveloping Interest and seeing RelevanceDeveloping Interest and seeing RelevanceDeveloping Interest and seeing RelevanceDeveloping Interest and seeing Relevance

of Skill of Writing in Daily Life Situationof Skill of Writing in Daily Life Situationof Skill of Writing in Daily Life Situationof Skill of Writing in Daily Life Situationof Skill of Writing in Daily Life Situation
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Develop Interest in Writing

What is it?

The desire to learn to write on her/his own.

Why is it necessary?

It facilitates the child’s effort to become literate and with
this the learner’s desire for writing grows.

What to provide?

3+ — 4+ years old

Posters, pictures of other children/adult writing.

Illustrated stories/rhymes displayed on walls.

Picture books with labels

Bulletin-board

The bulletin board is a good medium for fostering interest
in the written word and its meaning. Lost and Found
notice may appear from time to time.
A Puppet Show Today.
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4+ — 5+ years old

Information books – about railways, aeroplanes,
etc.

Scrap book containing pictures with labels

Seeing adults writing letters, messages, etc.

Story-books with more written content

Exposure to different written materials

Captions around the room

Use large crayons to print notes and stories. The
signs should all be written in large, clear
manuscript. No attempt should be made to have
the children read them. They should merely
arouse interest so that the children ask what the
sign says.

Writing Tool

What is it?

It is the material that is a prerequisite for writing : writing
with and writing on.

Why is it necessary?

Children need many experiences with tools such as paper,
brushes, crayons, pencils to develop abilities not only in
handling but also in making refined strokes.
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What to provide?

3+ — 4+ years old

Blackboard/Bulletin-boards at children’s eye-level.

White board, sheets of paper, coloured chalks,
crayons, felt pens, slates, etc.

4+ — 5+ years old

Papers to write with coloured pencils, markers, etc.

Pictures and magazines

Note-pad to scribble/write on.

Setting up a small writing corner.
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Children should not be forced or
pressurised to recognise words or letters
of this stage.

See Writing in Meaningful Context

What is it?

Recognition of words in day-to-day experiences.

Why is it necessary?

Because in her/his day-to-day life the child sees that
writing is useful in her/his daily living.

What to provide ?

3+ — 4+ years old

Drawings with

dictated stories

Drawings are a part
of writing strategy.
As children draw,
they create imaginary
world often labelling
and talking about
their drawings as
part of their creative
process.

A parent-child calendar of shared reading/writing
times.

A trip to the supermarket can be a very rich
experience. (The very young child can be made
aware of the fact that labels are words that name
or tell something.)
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4+ — 5+ years old

Photographs of
children reading
and writing.

Encourage name-
writing attempts so
that she/he can
identify her/his
own things.

Encourage children
to read street signs,
traffic signs, store
fronts, etc.

Children’s own stories

The dictated story or an experience, in which the
children give their ideas and the teacher writes out
the story in large manuscript letters on a large sheet

is a very good activity for introducing the children
to reading and writing as a means of expression.
After the story has been written on a large paper,
the children may draw pictures to match it.
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Creating a need to Express through WritingCreating a need to Express through WritingCreating a need to Express through WritingCreating a need to Express through WritingCreating a need to Express through Writing

Print-rich Environment

Priya is interested in reading print in the classroom and

in the immediate surroundings. She saw her teacher

writing her name on a picture she has scribbled. That

shows Priya is exploring written language although she

has had no formal lessons in writting or reading. Children

who find themselves in rich, literate environments, have

noticed written language and have begun to make sense

of it.

What is it?

An environment rich in print is where children see adults
reading and writing and where they are given
opportunities to make sense out of print and to express
their thoughts both orally and in print.

Why is it necessary?

Before children begin to write and use the alphabets in
writing activities, they should have many experiences
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using letter of the alphabet, sight word, manipulative
toys, pictures / posters with labels, etc.

What to provide?

3+ — 4 years old

Books, posters, messages on bulletin-boards,
chalk boards.
Children’s own drawing
Matching games (with letters of the alphabet
letters)
Symbols/labels on collections.
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4+ — 5+ years old

Lotto game (matching games with letters of the alphabet)
Alphabet cards (either made or purchased ) can
be used for various alphabet games and activities.
Well-chosen value based stories will foster language
skills. Children learn early to value stories and they
learn that the printed word is the key that opens
the door to the world.

A Post Office Corner :

A mail box (a

shoe-box) into which

notes, letters, cards,

birthday invitations

are dropped, serves

as an activity that

will attract children

for reading.

A list of Favourite

First prepared in

front of children

such as First book,

First word, First

name, etc.

List of children’s

names and telephone

numbers.

Calenders

Greeting cards for

special holidays and

birthdays.

Invitations or

advertisements for a

book week.
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Chalk-talk stories (use simple chalkboard
illustrations to accompany a story.)
Little stories about children themselves also make
good writing material. These stories appeal to the
children and can easily be put into a book to be
looked at over and over again.
Daily weather cards in a classroom.
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Letter Perception

What is it?

Noticing similarities and differences, and recognising the
form of letters.

Why is it necessary?

Just as with reading, children
must display a keen interest
and desire in learning to
write. For example, children
who are ready for writing
activities often try to write or
copy letters, words, and
sentences.

What to provide?

3+ — 4+ years old

Picture story books, magazines

Magnetic alphabets

Dominoes

Flash cards

4+ — 5+ years old

Various alphabet games and activities

Peg Boards

At first, large pegs
are to be put in large
holes. Gradually the
children may be
asked to create by
using smaller pegs.

Take a slice of
bread and cut into
letter shapes and
then eat it.
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Make children shape letters from clay or plasticine.

Make children cut different sizes and shapes of
the same letter from magazines and newspaper.
Then make them children cut out pictures of
things that start with the sound of the letter.

Make a large collage composed of different sizes
and shapes of the same letter and objects that
start with its sound.

If children are experiencing difficulties in learning
a letter sound combination, have them make a letter
with a texture.
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Basic Strokes

What is it?

Drawing lines in various forms and shapes; A prerequisite
for writing.

Why is it necessary?

Writing needs much practice before it becomes
spontaneous, attractive and neat. Learning to write is a
difficult and slow process.

Feely letters

Make letters out of sand paper, felt paper, pipe
cleaners or make use of wooden and magnetic letters.
Encourage children to play with and match similar
letters.

Letters in my name

Ask children to find letters in their own names.

Comment about any letters that are found in his or
her name. “Priya, there’s a letter in the word ice-cream
and there’s an ‘i’ in your name too”. Point to the letter
if you can.
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Play in sand pit

Water play

Finger painting

What to provide?

3+ — 5+ years old

Draw a pattern on the chalkboard. Ask children
to follow it on their slates/papers.

Stirring

Encourage children
to make dif ferent
patterns.

Children should be
told a story as they
are following the basic
strokes / patterns
(copying from the
board).
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Suddenly he smells something very nice. Oh! It’s raining

lightly

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

Then it started raining heavily.

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

Drops of rains falling on his umbrella

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o

He just rolled under the tree he saw before him.

From there he saw green grass that was looking fresh

and greener.

| | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |

Once there was a boy. He went to a forest. He was walking

slowly on a road.
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Developing SkillsDeveloping SkillsDeveloping SkillsDeveloping SkillsDeveloping Skills

Small-muscle Development

Screws and bolts

Clay modelling, real
dough and paper
machie

Finger painting

Playing with
manipu la t i ve
material (blocks
play dough)

What is it?

Development of small muscles so as the child may hold
and move the writing instrument in a desired manner.

Why is it necessary?

Young children cannot hold a pencil firmly as they lack
the small muscle control. It can be developed through
certain activities like completing jigsaw puzzles,
colouring etc.

What to provide?

3+ — 4+ years old
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Drawing with hands in the sand pit

Drawing in the sand pit with tools like – twigs,
stick, stones leaves, bark, etc.

Jig-saw puzzles

Cut some pictures
into halves and let
the child sort out
and find the other
a p p r o p r i a t e
halves. It can be
graded from easy
(with a few large
pieces) to complex
(with many small
pieces).

Drawing/Painting :

Drawing is a part of the writing strategy. As
children draw they create imaginary word, often
labelling and talking about their drawing as part
of the creative process.
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Toothpick Design

Play with small motor
vehicles, miniature dolls
and dollhouses gives
children experience in using
small muscles with
precision.

Paper folding.

Provide a child a piece of coloured chart paper/
paper and a few toothpicks/used matchsticks. Add
glue and let the child stick the toothpicks to the
paper in a design.

4+ — 6+ years old

Paper lace design

Help the child to fold a
piece of plain coloured
paper in half, and then fold
once more to make
quarters. The folds can be
triangle shaped. Then ask
her/him to cut along the
four edges, just nipping in
and cut to form lace when
unfold.

Zipping, buttoning

Screwing lids/caps on
small jars
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Screwing nuts and bolts

Tying knots

Playing any musical instrument

Paper folding

Eye-hand Coordination

What is it?

Control, strengthening and coordination of hand, fingers
and eye muscles.

Why is it necessary

Young children cannot hold a tool like pencil as they
lack the coordination of eye and hand. It can be developed
through activities like picking, catching, sorting,
modelling material, etc.
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Tearing and pasting

Let the child tear small
pieces of coloured paper
which she/he can glue to
a solid background, i.e.,
thick craft paper.

Nested blocks

Balls and Bean bags

Building blocks

All the blocks
involve eye-hand
coordination, but
many additional
learning experiences
are also involved
simultaneously.

Puzzles

Lacing  (shoe lacing)

Threading beads

Colouring in an enclosed
space

What to provide?

3+ — 4+ years old
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Take apart toys

4+ — 5+ years old

Weaving

Tracing

Draw large sized
shapes such as
square triangle,
circle, letters of
the alphabet,
etc. Ask children
to trace over
them.

Copying forms

Draw some
shapes like
triangle, square,

Many of the

small muscle

activities

mentioned

before also

enhance

eye-hand

coordination.

circle on the blackboard or on paper. Ask the
children to copy it on their slates or on a paper.
(Copying from the chalkboard is difficult work at
the initial stage).

Hotball game

Make children sit close together in a circle. The large
ball is given to one child. She puts it on the floor
and rolls it around under his hands getting it “hot”.
Then she shoves it across the floor to the other side
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of the circle. The child to whom it comes takes the
ball and rolls it around under her hands getting it
“hot” again and pushes it and the game proceeds.

Lacing cards

Trace simple outline on white
cardboard as shown. Punch
holes at approximately 1/4
inch intervals. Provide the
child with thick yarn and let
her/him sew the card.

• Put series of dots on a sheet of paper. Make some
shapes with horizontal and vertical lines in the
top row. Ask the children to copy the shapes by
joining dots in the lower rows.

Chalkboard writing

Encourage the children to use writing materials.
At the outset they draw or scribble, but soon they
would like to “write”.

Place some cards with manuscript-letters written
on them in the tray. Put a coloured dot at the top
of the letter-card so as the children may hold the
letter-card correctly. Encourage the children to
copy the letter kept in a tray, on a chalkboard.

Name on Work

Encourage children to write their names on their
drawings/paintings. Accept whatever kind of writing

Joining dots

• Put dots on paper
or slate in different
shapes or designs.
Then ask the
children to join
them with a
crayon/chalk.
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a child uses. Ask the child if he needs help. If the
child wants you to write it on a piece of paper do it.
She/he can copy it from the piece of paper.

Write the child’s
name on the
blackboard and
let her trace over
the letters with
the finger. Tell
her. “This is your
name. I have
written Rita.”
Then let the
child trace over
the letter of her/
his name with
coloured chalk
or wax crayons.

Sandpaper and felt figures
(story characters, etc.)
manipulated on a flannel board
is a good eye-hand coordinating
activity besides providing
language experiences.

Measuring and pouring sand
into various containers.

Writing in a dramatic play

Provide print-related props along with props.
Children will incorporate these into their play to
write “letters”, “shopping lists”, “tickets” and so on.
DOCTOR IS IN and DOCTOR IS OUT signs, play
telephones, pencils, note pads for “Doctor-doctor”
pretend play. An alphabet letter or picture “eye-
chart”.
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Create a writing centre/cornerCreate a writing centre/cornerCreate a writing centre/cornerCreate a writing centre/cornerCreate a writing centre/corner

Don’t forget to make the activities
interesting.

Provide wooden or plastic letters, from which your
child can draw. This will give the child an idea of
the way a letter is shaped.

Let the child make her/him
own alphabet book and
encourage her/him to draw
pictures to illustrate
objects that have beginning
sound ‘b’/’i’ and so on (give
the sound of the letter).

Numerous paper-oriented
tasks can refine eye-hand
coordination skills.

Completing mazes.

Material to include in a writing centre

Slates

Magic slate

Variety of sketch pens, markers (thick and thin tipped),
various colours of crayons.

Variety of pencils, thick and thin, with and without
erasers, black lead and colours.

Small chalkboards, running chalkboards on the walls.

Coloured chalks.

Magnetic alphabet

Stamp pad

Variety of white and coloured paper

Carbon paper

Alphabet chart

Board to display samples.

Typewriter
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1. A way of teaching people to read by teaching them to recognise
individual sounds, instead of whole words.

2. The pattern of speech sounds used in a particular language.

Recommendations for Language LearningRecommendations for Language LearningRecommendations for Language LearningRecommendations for Language LearningRecommendations for Language Learning

1. Respect the language a child brings to school and use it
as a base for language activities.

2. Ensure feeling of success for all children.

3. We must not pressurise children into learning things for
which she is not ready. Instead, provide opportunities
and encouragement.

4. Build instructions on what the child already knows. Focus
on meaningful experience and meaningful language rather
than merely isolated skill development.

5. Use the language for instruction that is familiar to the child.

6. Motivate children for reading-by-reading interesting
stories and poems to them regularly.

7. Before introducing phonics1 ensure that the children have
developed phonological2 awareness (the ability to identify
sounds within spoken words).

8. Encourage children’s independent reading and writing
habit and provide them time regularly for it.

9. Create an awareness for a broader language programme
and also about the limitations of formal assessments.

10. Provide plenty of activities, which can be done at home.

11. Invite children to bring to school any book (which they
own and have read) to read to the class.

12. Arrange the most attractive books in a literacy corner
where child may go to read for pleasure.

13. Encourage parents, and friends of the school to present
books to your class library.

14. Encourage children to write; first attempts
at writing should not evoke teachers
concern for the proper formation of
letters. Let them draw shapes the way
they can.

15. Make parents aware of the reasons for a language
programme at school and acquaint them with the nature
of programme, ideas for activities to carry out a home.

16. Formal Reading and Writing should be introduced only at
the primary stage, in grade I when the child is ready for it.

17. Always remember the needs of left-handed children are
different from those of the right-handed.

18. Encourage children to be actively involved in the learning
process rather than being passive recipients.

Don’t force left

handed children

to write with right

hand
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Sample Checklist for Writing ReadinessSample Checklist for Writing ReadinessSample Checklist for Writing ReadinessSample Checklist for Writing ReadinessSample Checklist for Writing Readiness

How far have we reached Evaluation/Where do we

stand.

Name ___________________________ Age ______

Date of entry to school _____________________________

Writing Readiness Usually/Sometimes/Seldom

1. Manipulate blocks and build

with them _____________

2. Throw and catch a bean bag. _____________

3. Thread beads into a string _____________

4. Colour within an enclosed space _____________

5. Trace the outline _____________

6. Copy patterns _____________

7. Tear and paste the paper within

small shape _____________

8. Draw and paint _____________

9. Draw a circle, a square, a triangle

and a straight line _____________

10. Represent ideas in drawings _____________

11. Button his shirt/coat _____________

12. Put puzzles together easily. _____________

13. Curious about what is on the

bulletin board. _____________
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Role  of  TeacherRole  of  TeacherRole  of  TeacherRole  of  TeacherRole  of  Teacher

While working with children

foster a healthy attitude to maths from the very

beginning.

provide activities that are interesting and
challenging.

provide opportunities for fun to the children.

encourage the child to think about numbers
and quantities of objects available in the
surroundings when they are meaningful to
her/him.

make all number activities immediately
relevant to the experiences of children.

allow children to experience a sense of
achievement in number work.



CHAPTER

4 Preparing Children for

Number Work

Just as the young child comes to pre-school having

learned about the language she/he speaks, so she/

he comes to school with a broad background of

experience in mathematical learning.

Children are familiar with numbers because they have

seen these in telephone, addresses, speedometers, page

numbers, clocks, calendars and so on. But the child

probably has little or no experience with mathematical

operations.

One needs to plan a Number Readiness Programme
with many fruitful activities and joyful experiences. The

major points in planning number activities are :

The activities should be interesting and enjoyable.

The activities should involve direct manipulation

on the part of the children.

The activities be planned sequentially from

concrete to abstract level through the following

stages.

• Through children themselves

• Concrete objects in the environment

• Pictures of objects

• Pictures of geometrical shapes and figures

For the concept development activities the programme

should be sequenced through the following stages :

• Matching

• Identification

• Naming



It entails following steps and techniques

Developing Curiosity, Interest and
Strengthening of Cognitive Skills in Relation
to Mathematics as a Natural Part of Daily Living
in the Classroom.

Developing Conceptual Readiness

Let us now discuss each step in detail

Develop Interest in Mathematics

What is it?

The desire to learn numbers, about numbers on her/his
own.

Why is it necessary?

Young children are aware of numbers from a very early
age, and there are many ways to build on this. Learning

These

cognitive

skills are

necessary

in order to

understand

the concept

of number.

Developing Curiosity, Interest andDeveloping Curiosity, Interest andDeveloping Curiosity, Interest andDeveloping Curiosity, Interest andDeveloping Curiosity, Interest and
Strengthening of Cognitive Skills inStrengthening of Cognitive Skills inStrengthening of Cognitive Skills inStrengthening of Cognitive Skills inStrengthening of Cognitive Skills in
Relation to Mathematics as a Natural partRelation to Mathematics as a Natural partRelation to Mathematics as a Natural partRelation to Mathematics as a Natural partRelation to Mathematics as a Natural part
of Daily Living in the Classroomof Daily Living in the Classroomof Daily Living in the Classroomof Daily Living in the Classroomof Daily Living in the Classroom
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occurs when the child is interested and excited by the
world it comes in contact with. People use mathematics
for real purpose in a variety of situations, as it is a natural
part of our daily living.

What to provide?

3+ — 5+ years old

Number rhymes and songs.

Stories based on numbers.

Making and looking at patterns is a useful activity.

It prepares the children for numbers at a later stage.

Classifying Objects

What is it?

Classification is a
skill, which has
direct relevance for
understanding the
number clusters or
‘sets’, the ability to
place objects together
in terms of colour,
shape and size.

Why is it necessary?

Sorting things into
groups is an essential

part of learning to count. By differentiating between
various objects, children start to think about similarities
and differences and how things can be categorised.

Provide learning situations and number
experiences for children.
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What to provide?

3+ — 4+ years old

Sorting out cutlery after washing dishes.

While on an outing, count the objects such as
trees/animals in the surroundings.

Sorting of objects on the given criteria such as
colour, shape, size, etc.

4+ — 5+ years old

Ask a child to make number sets from a basket of
mixed objects – ‘a set of four balls’ ‘a set of four
stones’, etc.

Sorting of pictures of
fruits, animals, etc.,
in one category.

Sorting of fruits
which we can peel.

Sorting of leaves on
the basis of colour,
shape and texture.

Sorting of seeds,
pebbles, feathers,
etc.

Place the mixed
number cards before
the child, ask him to
sort all ‘2’s in one box,
all 3’s in another, and
so on.
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Sequential Thinking

What is it

The ability to arrange it yourself.

Why is it necessary?

4+ — 5+ years old

It helps the child to sequence the numerals physically
and also to be able to identify the numerals.

Sorting the seaside collections into sets, eg., shells,
pebbles, etc. (area specific)

Sorting of empty matchboxes on the basis of any
criteria such as colour, design, size, etc.

Materials for Sorting and Counting

Stones, Plastic toys, Counters, Bottle Caps, Beads,
Pictures, Marbles, Wooden Shapes, Sorting baskets,
Beans Buttons, Egg trays, Twigs, Shells, Wrappers ,
thread ribbon, fabric pieces, etc.
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What to provide?

3+ — 4+ years old

Give children coloured
beads and ask them to
string them in a
sequence, for example,
one blue bead, two red
beads and so on.

Stories based on
sequence.

Conversation on daily
routine.

4+ — 5+ years old

Story cards

Arrange story cards in a sequence.
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Problem Solving

What is it?

Ability to solve simple day-to-day problems.

Why is it necessary?

It enhances problem-solving abilities.

What to provide?

Maze

Prepare a maze on the sheet. Provide one sheet to
each child. Ask the child to find solution on the
maze (see Fig.).

Talking about the daily routine.

Rhymes based on sequence.

Pattern making

• Following the pattern
• Completing the pattern
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Simple mazes for 3+ — 4+ and more complex for
5+ years old.

Similarly prepare a maze on the floor.
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Let children reach the target one by one.
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Puzzles

Provide children with cut pieces of any picture, for
example ‘Lion’. Ask each child to join the puzzle pieces
to form the complete picture of an animal. Simple 1-2
piece puzzle for 3+  4+ and complex of more than 3
pieces for 5+ age group of children.
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What is it?

Ordering of vocabulary of words (numbers) in sequence
manner.

Why is it necessary?

Young children often skip numbers or change the order
of number as they count. Children need to be given
enough experience to learn to count. Counting helps
children learn the number names in order.

What to provide?

3+ — 4+ years old

Finger and toe games reinforce the child’s ability
to memorise the sequence and sounds of numbers.

Counting (up to 9)
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Concrete objects such
as buttons, pebbles,
leaves, beads etc. may
be placed on a
flat surface and
demonstrated to the
child, counting by rote
from 1 to 5; ask the
child to count by rote
(by touching each

object).

Counting Rhyme

One, two, buckle my shoe

     Three, four, shut the door.

Five, six, pick up sticks.

     Seven, eight, lay them straight.

Nine, ten, a big fat hen.

Ask the children to count different kinds of objects
in the room. Let them count individually and as a
group.

Play counting games. Ask the children walk in
pairs taking the same steps and counting together.
Count trees, cars, buses, houses and so on.
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4+ — 5+ years old

In the beginning include concrete objects for
counting; later let children count pictures of objects.
You can also ask children to count silently as they
touch, then tell you how many are in the set.

Counting sounds

• Count how many different sounds they can hear
within a set time limit, for example, clapping,
voices, the number of times the phone rings, etc.

• Let children take turns being the clapper. Ask a
child to go behind the door and clap her/his
hands; the other children then tell how many times
the child clapped.

Ordering of numbers

Make children sit in a semi-circle. Ask one child to
start counting from number 1. The child sitting next
to her/him continues with number 2 and so on. The
child who has to say the number 5/10 say ‘Chup’
and the next child again starts with number one.
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Developing  Conceptual  ReadinessDeveloping  Conceptual  ReadinessDeveloping  Conceptual  ReadinessDeveloping  Conceptual  ReadinessDeveloping  Conceptual  Readiness

Pre-number Concept

What is it?

Pre-number concepts are : big-small, tall-short, heavy-
light, long-short, high-low, more-less, first-last, left-
right, and so on.

Why is it necessary?

It helps a child in making the correct assessment about
value of number before she/he understands the more

Provide every opportunity to the child to
listen to counting for e.g. climbing up/
down the stairs, stacking objects,
distributing food, playing games.
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complex mathematical principles. If mathematics is
imposed on children before they have developed these
‘pre-number concepts’ they end up simply memorising
and are likely to run into trouble when they are expected
to apply their knowledge to more advanced levels of
reasoning. It is recommended that children master these
pre-number concepts before proceeding with instruction
to specific numbers.

What to provide?

3+ — 4+ years old

(Able to differentiate between big and small objects and

match objects of the same size)

Big-Small

Let children form a circle holding hands.
When the teacher calls out form a small circle, children
move inwards, and then form a big circle. Sing the song
while doing activity. ‘Let’s move in-in-in and let’s move
out-out-out.’
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Give children a stem
with leaves. Ask them
to separate small
leaves and the big
leaves.

Through stories with appropriate gestures and
dramatisation different pre-number concepts can
be introduced to
the children, for
example, a big lion,
a small rat, a tall
tree, etc.
Take children out
to observe different
objects, for example,
tall tree, a long
stick, a big house,
etc.
Prepare teacher
made cards with
objects shown
in dif ferent
dimensions, for
example, a fat man
and a thin man, a
big cat and a small
cat, etc. Ask the
children to identify
these.
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Tall – Short

3+ — 4+ years old

Compare the heights of two children in the class.

Ask the children to separate the pictures of
buildings/houses into the categories of tall-short.

4+ — 5+ years old

Ask the child to cut the picture of different people
from the old magazine and ask them to arrange
from tall to short.

Ask children to keep running around while the
teacher is clapping. When she stops clapping the
children have to stand in a line. Ask to identify
the tallest and the shortest child.

Long – Short

3+ — 4+ years old

Provide different lengths of yarn to the child. Ask
the child to place two pieces of yarn, side by side,
to compare their lengths. Then ask to identify
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which pencil is long and which is short. Later,
additional lengths may be used.

4+ — 5+ years old

Provide toothpicks
to the children.
Encourage them to
find out how many
toothpicks will be
used to make a line
as long as a ruler,
the towel rod or any
toy stick.

Encourage children
to measure each
other with yarn or
string. Use hand
upon to tell the
tallest and shortest
one.

Provide objects to the
children such as
bottle caps, lids,
corks, screws, pebble,
beads, seeds, etc.

Heavy – Light

4+ — 5+ years old
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Ask the child to classify them as heavy and
light.

Provide a box with different materials stored
separately in the sections i.e. soda bottle caps,
screws, paper clips,
marbles, corks, bottle
caps, identical
buttons. Encourage
children to find
things that weigh the
same.

Ask the child to put
objects in order
beginning with the
lightest (cork lid,
bottle caps, feather,
seeds, breads, etc.)

High – Low

4+ — 5+ years old

Sing the song and do actions accordingly.

This is the way we pump a tyre.

And it goes higher and higher.

Puncture makes the tyre lower.

And it goes sh…….h….h…..”

Make children stand in a circle. Ask children to stand
on toes and raise their arms above their heads when the
teacher says ‘high’ and to bend down with hands when
she says ‘low’.

More - Less

3+ — 4+ years old

During mealtime serve some uneven amounts of
food. Ask, “Who has more ladoos?” “Who has less
slices?” and so forth.
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4+ — 5+ years old

Provide water-play
as an activity. Provide
variety of containers
(varying shape but
identical in size). Ask
children questions
such as (I) which one
holds more water? (II)
How many glasses of
water does it take to
fill the jug?

Ask the child to compare only two items.
Later more items can be added.

Children can compare the number of boys with
the number of girls in the room.

First – Last

4+ — 5+ years old

Make some children stand in a line and ask the
remaining children to identify which child is
first and which child is last.

Organise a race for the concept of first and last.

Space Concept

What is it?

Space concepts are : In-
out, up-down, front-
back, full-empty, above-
below, top-bottom, over-
under, open-close, left-
right, etc.
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Activities for some concepts have been
given. Similar activities can be adapted
for other pre-number concepts and space
concepts (like, more-less, left-right and
so on.)

Why is it necessary?

It helps to develop a basic sense of space and also to
recognise and identify relative positions and use
appropriate vocabulary.

What to provide?

3+ — 4+ years old

Draw a circle on the floor. Make all children stand around
the circle. When the teacher calls out ‘in/out’ then the
children should jump accordingly in the circle or out of
the circle. Then sing the following song with actions :

You put your right hand in

You put your right hand out

You put your right hand in

And shake it all about.

Do the boogy – boogy

And turn yourself around

And that’s what it is all about

• You put your left hand in ___________________

• You put your right foot in ___________________

• You put your left foot in ___________________
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Seriating Things in Order

What is it?

This is meant only from 4+ onwards.

Arranging or putting things
in order.

Why is it necessary?

It helps the children to learn
numbers in order.

What to provide?

Place 5-6 leaves of
different sizes in front
of a child. Ask the
child to sort out and
name the biggest and
smallest leaf. Then
give her/him 3 leaves
and ask her/him to
seriate them in order
i.e., biggest to
smallest. (when the
child is able to seriate
at 3 levels increase
the numbers)

Seriation Cards

Draw any object on five cards indicating five levels
gradation of a particular concept; for example biggest,
big, small, smaller, smallest. Then, place 3 picture
cards in front of the child and ask to seriate the cards
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in order. Gradually
add more cards and
repeat the activity.
(from left to right)
Place toys in a line
and ask the child to
pick up the first toy
and the last toy.

One to one Correspondence

What is it?

The method to determine if one set of objects contain
the same number, more or fewer than another set is by
matching each object in one set with an object in the

Ask the child to circle the smallest shape in the
row

o o o o

2 2 2 2

Similarly, ask the child to circle the biggest shape
in each row.

5 5 5 5
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second set. This is an essential step in developing an
understanding of number.

Why is it necessary?

It provides a basis for the acquisition of other number
skills.

What to provide?

Place five leaves in a row in front of the children.
Then give some buttons/pebbles to each child.
Ask them to place one button under each leaf.

(The teacher should demonstrate how to achieve

one-to-one correspondence by doing it first).

Place the five paper
glasses in a row.
Ask the child to put
a straw in each
glass.

Place five tooth-
brushes in a row.
Provide five tooth-
brush cases and
ask the child to
place a toothbrush
in each case.
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Provide 10 toy cars and 10 small
card garages to the child. Ask the
child to place a toy car in each
cardboard garage.

Make five holes on the ground and ask the child
to put one marble in each hole.

Ask the child to lay
table for five people
(Plate, katori, spoon,
etc.)

Provide hooks to hang the water
bottles/bags in the class. Make it a
habit that each child will hang her/
his bag on the hook i.e. one hook-
one bag.
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Ask one child to count the children who would
like orange toffees and another to count those
who would like mango toffees! Then distribute
them. Give the children one each.

Start the game by building a row with the objects
for example 8-10 objects. To help children learn
to count, it should be taught with object that are
of interest to the children.

The teacher makes a row of few pebbles as shown.

Ask one child to distribute one plate/napkin/
biscuit to each child in the classroom.

Call one child at a time and ask her/him to build
a second row that contains exactly the same
number of pebbles, leaves/seeds or whatever
object is being used.

Say “Make a row with just as many pebbles as
I put in my row”. The child should be given about
fifteen objects from which to select the number of
objects to build the row. If the child is not able to
build a row containing the same number of objects
as the teacher’s row, repeat from the beginning.
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Number Concept

Help children grasp the one-to-one relationship
when counting - let them wait until you touch a
child’s head before he is counted. Refer to first,
second, third, etc., in referring to position.

What is it?

Number is an idea. It is an abstract concept which comes
to our mind after counting things.

Why is it necessary?

Children who can compare the relative size of sets
already to acquire some understanding of the numbers
upto 9. It helps to develop the concept of number upto
9 in terms of their relative value.

What to provide?

3+ — 4+ years old

Play the game - We Will Go to the Market.
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Make children stand in a circle with the teacher
at the centre. The teacher says “We will go to the
market and bring lots of sweets.” The children will
continue moving in a circle. The teacher then says,
“We will bring 3 sweets.” The children have to
stand in a group of three. The teacher will call out
any number and the children have to form groups
of that number.

Play the game Fire on the mountain run-run-run.
I want 3 children will make groups of 3 each.
Similarly play Love game, make children call out
run-run-run and run in circle. Call out Love 1/

Love 2 or Love 3.

Accordingly ask children to make groups of one/
two or three.

Clap! Clap! Clap! Encourage the children to clap
along with you as you count to 10. Try singing
the numbers as you clap.

In a string, thread two beads. Ask the children
how many beads there are.

Give each child an open container or a string.
Show a set of two  and ask each child to put
“that many” crayons/beads in the container or
string. Then ask how many there are.

Let children count the number of dots on each
card and tell you how many dots are there.
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4+ — 5+ years old

Number dominoes

Matching of the numbers

Dot dominoes

Dot number dominoes
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Number dominoes

Number object dominoes

Self-corrective number puzzles.

Ask a child to put the correct number of picture
cards in each envelope.

Draw objects on the sheet as shown. Give one
sheet to each child.

Place the number cards in order. Ask a child to
place the correct number of beads under each
number card.
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Ask a child to do the following:

Colour 4 apples red

Colour 2 trees green

Colour 2 sun yellow

Colour 5 fish yellow

Colour 3 birds blue.
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Write one numeral* on each card making two cards
each for every numeral from 1-9, place cards upside
down. Ask the child to take turn and if she/he
finds out the identical cards, the child keeps them.
If not, then the child returns. The game continues
until all the pairs are done.

Provide children with objects such as beads, bottle
caps, pebbles, leaves and so on. Ask the child to
sort/classify objects and put identical ones
together (4 leaves, 10 pebbles, 5 bottle caps, etc.)
ask question : “Which ones are alike?”, “How many
are in this group”.

Ask a child to fill the bucket using a mug. Ask
“How many mugs does it take to fill one bucket?”

Place number cards (1-5) upside down. Ask the
children to turn over one card at a time. The child
has to call the number name and will keep the
card. Child who has the most cards at the end
wins. (Do not include cards over 9).

* Numeral is a counting by symbol or picture.

Provide opportunities, with the help of the children
to recognise the number of properties in sets. For
example in outdoors, perhaps there are four
swings, three slides, two tricycles and so on. Four
children can be asked to go on swings, two
children can go for two tricycles etc.
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Make a ‘Zoo of five’ for the classroom. A zoo with
only five types of animal, or with five of each type.

Make a garden with five types of flowers.

Create stories using numbers.

Read stories in which numbers play a significant
role: examples, “Goldilocks and the Three Bears”

“Three little Pigs” and “Goat and the Seven Kids”

and so on.
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Sing number rhymes (number rhymes are a
continuous process)

Describe each child. Relate numbers in his/her
life, for example, Priya is five years old. She lives
in house number eight. She has two brothers. Her
birthday is on September 12 _____________

Number Songs

3+ — 4+ years old

1.

Two little hands to

clap, clap, clap

Two little feet to

Tap, tap, tap

Two little eyes that

Open wide

One little head goes

Side to side.

2.

Pease porridge hot,

Pease porridge cold.

Pease porridge in the pot.

One day old.

(Increase the number of days until number nine is

reached.)

3.

TWO LITTLE DICKYBIRDS

Two Little Dickybirds

Sitting on a wall

One name Chinki

The other named Pinki

Fly away Chinki

Fly away Pinki

Come back Chinki

Come back Pinki
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4.

TEN FINGERS

I have ten fingers on my hand

They all belong to me.

My fingers can do many things.

As you plainly see.

4+ — 5+ years old

5.

FIVE BIG ELEPHANTS

Five big elephants – oh, what a sight!

Four are followers: one is the

king. And they all walk around in the circus ring!

6.

One potato, two potatoes, three potatoes, four potatoes,

five potatoes, six potatoes, seven potatoes more.

7.

One little, two little, three little engines,

Four little, five little, six little engines,

Seven little, eight little, nine little engines,

Ten little engines in a row.
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Create a corner for Number workCreate a corner for Number workCreate a corner for Number workCreate a corner for Number workCreate a corner for Number work

Balance for weighing

Material for weighing

String

Wooden/plastic cubes

Clock face

All solid shapes (wooden/plastic)

All plane shapes (wooden/plastic)

8.

Rabbits, rabbits

one, two, three

Will you come and play with me?

Camels, camels four, five, six,

Why do you have a hump like this?

Monkeys, monkeys seven, eight, nine

Will you teach me how to climb?

When I have counted up to ten

The elephant says,

“now start again”.

Eliciting mathematical activities from the following
areas

• Water Play

• Home corner

• Outdoor play

• Raw material (Low cost and no cost)

• Apparatus, toys and games

• Rhymes and stories
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Sample Checklist for Number ReadinessSample Checklist for Number ReadinessSample Checklist for Number ReadinessSample Checklist for Number ReadinessSample Checklist for Number Readiness

How far have we reached Evaluation/Where do we

stand.

Name ___________________________ Age ______

Date of entry to school _______________________________

Number Readiness Usually/Sometimes/Seldom

1. Matches similar objects _____________

2. Curious about things. _____________

3. Concentrate on an activity

for 10 to 15 minutes _____________

4. Differentiates objects by colour _____________

5. Classify by fruits, vegetables,

clothing, animals, etc. _____________

6. Identifies missing parts

in a picture _____________

7. Puts three piece puzzle together _____________

8. Responds to such phrases as

under the table, one the chair,etc. _____________

9. Differentiates objects by weight _____________

10. Differentiates objects by size _____________

11. Differentiates between few

and many _____________

12. Matches similar numbers _____________

13. Matches numbers with objects _____________
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Useful Tips for ParentsUseful Tips for ParentsUseful Tips for ParentsUseful Tips for ParentsUseful Tips for Parents

While working with children :

1. Make your child sit in your lap while you read aloud for
her/him.

2. Make special “reading times” during the day when you
and your child can share books together (such as at
bedtime, after lunch).

3. Carry books to read when you go to the park, picnic or
even to a doctor.

4. Tell the story in your own words if the book is too long.

5. Provide picture books for your child to look at and enjoy
on her/his own.

6. Teach your child to respect and take care of books.

7. As you take your child out and about encourage her/him
to look for different shapes in the environment, such as
circles in road signs, triangles and squares in windows,
buildings, gates etc.

8. While looking at family photographs, focus the relative
position of family members such as left, right, front, back,
etc.  in the photographs.

9. Encourage your child to see how many bicycles, cars,
buses etc. pass by in a ten minute period.

10. Ask your child to sort the toy vehicles - by colour, size,
number of wheels, whether they are for land, sea or air
travel, etc.

11. Encourage children to listen for different sounds in and
around the home.
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